
Give the Gift of Gab: Animal Communication Gift Certificates with/FREE Recording
Give the animal-lover in your life the gift of forging a deeper bond with the animals they love. Enrich their 
lives with an Animal Communication Gift Certificate. You have one of two choices: 20 minutes of uninter-
rupted joy as they communicate with the animals they love – even if some of them are on the “other side” of 
life – or a Recession Busting Offer  of a 10 minute session. Your recipients may speak with as many animals 
as they wish. Both certificates come with a “How to Prepare for Your Session” letter. Our added gift to you 
is that we’ll throw in a FREE recording of the session for your recipient to enjoy over and over. 
     • 20 minute session is $40 + FREE CD mailed to recipient  
     • 10 minute session is $25 + FREE MP3 e-mailed to your recipient.

Give the Gift of Animal Nutrition        An Animal Nutrition Gift Certificate
Do you have a hard-to-buy-for pet lover whose animal friend is continually sick or plagued with chronic disease? Better yet, 
do they have a new animal they want to learn to feed for a lifetime of health and happiness? It’s scientific fact that nutrition is 
the basic building blocks of all life. Without it there is little hope for a long life blessed with health and vitality. Current FDA 
labeling laws for the pet food industry allow manufacturers to misrepresent their products as healthy and wholesome foods 
when in actuality they can be quite the opposite. This gift certificate will buy a consultation with Joyce at The FeedBag for 
Animal Wellness. Spending 20 minutes or more, they’ll go over their pets’ current diet, dietary needs and what high quality, 
nutritional foods are available to them that are both affordable and filling the specific dietary needs of the animals they love. 
This information is priceless, so let your gift recipient benefit from Joyce’s three decades of research and education in pet 
nutrition. It’s a gift that will last a lifetime.  $30  — SALE $25      Call Joyce for more info

Crossing the Rainbow Bridge: Animal Journeys to Heaven  Releasing on Dec 3rd!!!
A timeless book by Colleen Nicholson for anyone who has ever loved an animal and had to say goodbye. 
Give the gift of inspiring messages from 38 animals regarding THEIR views on life, death and the survival 
of Soul. They have changed Colleen’s life and the lives of countless others. Let them shed a new light into 
the hearts of those you care for, too. 270 pgs SOFT-COVER Edition!             $23.95 — SALE $20    

Extra-Special Offer! SAVE MORE—Pre-order by 11/30 for $18 each!!!

Homeopathic Animal Remedy Kits          New Belt Clip Style
Animal accidents and emergencies always come unannounced. Being prepared can save a life. Safe, natu-
ral, non-toxic and with no side-effects, homeopathic remedies offer animal care-giver gift recipients a tool 
to use while waiting for the vet to arrive. The Animal First Aid and First Aid for Pet Pigs kits each offer 
six first-aid remedies in 30C potency in a small, convenient kit. The Horse and Colic Kit has higher po-
tency remedies geared specifically toward colic & one for fear/panic. Both include a dosing chart.  
    •  Animal First Aid or First Aid for Pet Pig kits: $40   •  Horse and Colic kit. $55    

Colleen @ the Main Office:
9099 Oneida River Park Dr.
Clay, NY 13041
315-652-4964

Joyce @ The FeedBag 
4732 Route 31

Clay, NY 13041
315-699-2479

Friends helping you to 
help the animals you love!

ON SALE NOW!
Gift Certificates

Animal Communication or Animal Nutrition
(either 10 or 20 minutes with FREE Recording)
CDs for Animal Lovers & the Animal in YOU!

Homeopathic Animal Remedy Kits
Timeless Book! Crossing the Rainbow Bridge—  

SOFT-COVER Edition ON SALE!!! 

Holiday Gift Ideas for
HolisticAnimal.com

Animal Wellness Consultants

Animal Lovers
There’s no need to worry about what to give the hard-to-buy-for animal lover on your list this year.We have some great ideas 
that will surely make them smile even long after Christmas has come and gone. Check out these exciting offers.

Both come on holiday paper with matching envelope and can 
be sent in a variety of ways. Call Colleen for more info.

 SALE book offer expires 12/24/10

Valid for use from 12/26/11-2012

Price increase due in 2012



  BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND!    CDS ON SALE NOW! 
All CDs Retail @$24.95 each.   ON SALE  for $20 each —  SAVE $4.95 per CD!

Gifts for the Human Animal The  MetaWalk™ process, now on CD, takes the individual through a variety of loca-
tions and activities that are laden with archetypal symbols and metaphors that have been with the human race since the dawn 
of time. Each adventure alters the internal structures of the mind to reveal the highest awareness possible for the individual 
at that moment in time.
Communicating with Animals at a Distance
    You can communicate with your animals at any distance. In fact, you can talk to your animal friends 
whether they are alive or not. You can learn about their wants and needs, understand any health concerns 
they or you might have, or receive higher wisdom at a level you may not have known existed before.
    Colleen Nicholson shares decades of experience as an Animal Communicator in a down-to-earth, inspir-
ing manner. Wayne Nicholson, Certified Hypnotist & Reverse Speech Practitioner guides you through a 
trance session that will boost your intuitive abilities, allowing you to share a conversation with the animal 
you most want to hear from now. Together they have created a powerful tool to enrich your life, and deepen 
the spiritual dimensions of your relationship with the animal world.   $24.95 — SALE $20
Your Secret Talent  will help you uncover the incredible attributes that are unique to you alone. Ev-
eryone has talents and abilities that are as individual to them as a fingerprint. Using the MetaWalk™ hyp-
nosis process, you’ll journey to the Cavern where you will discover your Inner Light, gaze at the image 
most important to you at this moment in time, and finally, open the Ark that holds the embodiment of your 
Secret Talent. You will leave the Cavern only after completely accepting and acknowledging your talent, 
determined to express it in your waking life.                 $24.95 — SALE $20
     Combined with Communicating with Animals at a Distance, you have an incredible opportunity to open yourself to your 
own innate ability to communicate with animals, as well as any other secret talent you have not recognized yet, or would 
like to hone better. 
Extra-Special Offer! SAVE MORE!!!

Buy the Communicating and Talent CDs TOGETHER for $35. Save an incredible 30%

Harry Swinedell’s Hypnotic Insomnia Cure              OUR MOST POPULAR CD
     Credentials: Harry Swinedell has been an Ace reporter for HolisticAnimal.com, and is a member of the 
fourth most intelligent species on the planet (Humans, Primates, Whales/Dolphins, Pigs). Swine are often 
called “horizontal humans” because of the many features our internal organs share. Most importantly, 
Harry has had a lifetime of sleeping 18 hours a day. Can there be a better sleep expert?
     Harry will lead you through an average day by the river, culminating with a solid nights sleep. On the 
way you will learn something about your self image and the limiting thoughts, beliefs and emotions that stand in the way of 
restful sleep. Using Harry’s “patented” Ore-snay Technology (Pig-Latin) sounds have been embedded in the background of 
this metaphoric trance journey to induce peaceful sleep.    $24.95 — SALE $20   
Perfect Healing takes you to the deepest parts of your mind where you will explore the metaphoric 
structures of your inner being. The Wolf embodies your motivation and power. The Photo Album displays 
your self image, and the Whirlwind brings transformation. Entering the Garden you will meet the Healer, 
who instills sound and light within your body, promoting health and uncovering the simple awareness that 
is your true identity.        $24.95 — SALE $20
Flight uses the power of metaphor to help you rise above problems, dissolve limitations, and build the life 
you want. People around the world have discovered the benefits of personal metaphor restructuring during 
private sessions. This audio program allows you to do the same at a fraction of the cost. Why not take a 
flight with me? Take a brief vacation from your all of your cares and woes. Travel to the sacred mountain 
peaks where you will rejoin that part of you that lives above the fray, the Inner Being that has the answers 
you are looking for.         $24.95 — SALE $20

Animal Wellness Consultants  315-652-4964  http://HolisticAnimal.com
While you’re shopping this holiday season for the animal lovers on your list, we hope we can help you help the animals they 
love... or if shopping for yourself this year, we hope we can help the animal in you... be as happy and healthy as the day they 
were born.  Wishing you and yours a beautiful Holiday Season and a happy, healthy, prosperous New Year!

CD offers expire 12/24/11

We want to SAVE YOU money! NY State residents add 8% Sales Tax 
Please call for or check website for our low shipping rates. 


